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Summary

Sande. C.M.]. van de;

Inverted pendulum on a robot in two and three dimensions

M.Sc Thesis, Measurement and Control Group MBS, Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven University

of Technology, The Netherlands, sept 1996.

We use a ASEA-Irb6 manipulator to balance an inverted pendulum. We can balance in both XY and

XYZ space. De third dimension will be used to reduce the acceleration of gravity. This acceleration

will be reduced to 2.3 m/s2
• The angle acceleration of the inverted pendulum with the vertical axis

will be decreased in comparison with the two dimensional system. We use a vision system in order

to measure the position of the inverted pendulum in the XY plane. The z coordinate is calculated from

the angles of the links of the manipulator. We use the principles of the dead beat controller to balance

the inverted pendulum.

Samenvatting

Sande. C.M.]. van de;

Inverted pendulum op een robot in twee en drie dimensies

Afstudeerverslag, vakgroep MBS, sectie ER, Faculteit Elektrotechniek, Technische Universiteit

Eindhoven, September 1996.

We gebruiken een ASEA-Irb6 robot om een inverted pendulum te balanceren. Er kan gebalanceerd

worden in twee en drie dimensies. De derde dimensie wordt gebruikt om de versnelling van de

zwaartekracht te reduceren. Deze wordt gereduceerd tot 2.3 m/s2
• De versnelling van de hoek met de

verticale as van een geinverteerd pendulum wordt hierdoor verrninderd t.o.v een twee dimensionaal

systeem. We gebruiken een camera systeem om de positie van de stok in het XY domein te meten.

De z coordinaat wordt berekend uit de hoeken van de links van de robot. De regelaar die we

gebruiken is gebaseerd op het dead beat principe.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nonnally robots are used to perform programmed and repetitious tasks such as welding and assembly

work. In these examples robots replace human beings because of costs or danger of the work. One

of the main advantages of robots is that they perform a task as long as the user want them to (if the

system doesn't break down). Therefore we use a robot to balance an inverted pendulum for a

demonstrating project of our department.

The department Measurement and Control section at the Eindhoven University of Technology has

developed a robot control system for the ASEA Irb-6 manipulator. The control system calculates a

path in the workspace and lets the TCP (tool centre point) follow the calculated movement. In the past

a control system has been designed which uses a plotter to balance an inverted pendulum. The

question arose if the robot control system can also be used for balancing tasks.

In this thesis the ASEA Irb-6 robot is used to balance an inverted pendulum. Both in XY plane and

XYZ space. The XYZ-space is used to decrease the angle acceleration of the pendulum. We use a

vision system to measure the position of the inverted pendulum. The controller which stabilizes the

inverted pendulum is a so called dead beat controller.

A short description of the ASEA Irb-6 robot is given in chapter 2. Chapter 3 and 4 deal with the

modelling of the inverted pendulum both in XY plane and the XYZ space. In chapter 5 some

properties of the whole process are given. The dead beat controller will be calculated in chapter 6.

Chapter 7 gives some results of the balancing system. Finally chapter 8 gives some conclusions and

recommendations .

The start procedures for the robot and the balancing program are given in appendix E
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Chapter 2

The robot and its control system

This chapter describes the properties of the ASEA Irb-6 robot and the basics of its control system that

was already developed. Because of several theses and practical training reports about the robot and

its control system this chapter will be brief. For more detailed information see[I][2][4].

2.1 The ASEA Irb-6 robot

The robot used for balancing a stick is the ASEA Irb-6 robot. It has 5 degrees of freedom. Three

degrees of freedom are used for positioning the Tool Centre Point (TCP) and two degrees of freedom

are used for orientation of the TCP. A side view of the ASEA Irb-6 robot is given in figure 2.1.

/ Tilt (bend)

~~-~ Cfuzn

L...- 'Wrist

--- Upper azm

"'-- Lower am

6 i Body

\ Pedestal

Figure 2.1 Side view of the ASEA Irb-6 robot in its initial configuration.
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Link 1 (body) is able to rotate over an angle of 340°. The angle of rotation of Link 2 (lower arm)

and link 3 (upper arm)is resp 80° and 65°. Link 3 contains a parallelogram construction. This means

that the angle between link 3 and the XY-plane will not change if link 2 rotates over an angle e. Link

4 also contains a parallelogram construction. The angle between link 4 and the XY-plane doesn't

change when the angle of link 3 is changed. These parallelogram constructions are due to the

mechanical construction of the robot. Link 4 and 5 are able to rotate over an angle of resp. 180° and

360°.

2.2 Robot control system

The robot is controlled by a VME-rack. This rack consists of several cards and is shown in figure 2.2.

/ '"/ "'- / "BIT-3 PC-AT
" / "- /

/ "'- PME-6825 Terminal-
Matbcard 2 -

" /

/ " PME-6825 Terminal~

Matbcard 1 -
" /

2 / "- PME-6814 Terminal
Mastercard

I "'- /

~
/ I"

resolvercard 1-
J lresolvercard 2 -

I Iresolvercard
7 l;Wbot

~ resolvercard .J
resolvercard --" /V

/ " MPV 954 Amplifiers-
DAC-eard - motors 1 - S"- /

'" V

Figure 2.2 The VME-system
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The functions of the cards are:

The mastercard(pME-6814). The mastercard controls the timing and data flow on the VME-bus. This

card reads the resolver values from the resolvercards via the P2-bus.

Mathcards(PME-6825). Each mathcard contains a processor with coprocessor. The mathcards contain

the control algorithms .

The BIT3-card. This card sets up a parallel interface between the PC and the VME-bus. The PC is

used for developing programs, compiling, linking and down loading them to the VME-rack. If the

control system has been set up, the PC can be used to run an application.

The DAC-card(MPV954). This card consists of 8 parallel 12 bit DA-converters. The DAC-card

generates input voltages for the amplifiers which drive the motors.

The angle of rotation of each link is measured with resolvers. Each resolver and its converter

produces a signal that reflects the angle of rotation of its corresponding motor-axis. The relation

between the (world) angle 8i (in degrees) of link i and its resolver value is as follows:

for 1:s:i:s:3
(Res, - 524288)

1782

(Res4 -524288)

1440

(Res,-524288 +1440*8)

843

For a definition of these angles see figure 2.3.

....-+-'..
i

j

I
Ll ......

l......:.~._. -'- ._. _. _. _. _. _. -. -:-::..:.::":~~

......! - ".'
j •.----_.

~;:::~~:::: ~::r.~.~:~ _._./~·~ _._._ __X-uls

,
l,..~_.

....········1
~_.-_ ....

Figure 2.3 Definition of world angles
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The value 524288 (= 80000H) is the preset-value of the counters (resolver value of each link when

the robot is in its initial configuration). Res j is the actual decimal resolver value of link i. Link 1, 2

and 3 have an angle resolution of 111782°. The angle resolutions of link 4 and 5 are resp. 111440°

and 11853°. The resolver value of link 5 also depends on94! The 94 dependence is built in to cancel

out the rotation of link 5 due to a rotation of link 4 caused by the mechanical construction of the

robot. The resolver values are used by the control algorithms to compute a control value for each

joint. These control values will be transformed into voltages by the Digital-Analogue-Converter card.

The voltages will be supplied to the amplifiers, which on their tum generate a current to drive the

motors.

2.3 Path calculation and control

A SRL (Structured Robot Language)-program on the PC calculates the path (level 5 and 4 in figure

2.4). The corresponding angle rotations are calculated (level 3). After this the setpoints are send to

the VME-rack and interpolated (level 2). Here the setpoints are interpolated because the robot control

system gives every 4ms a setpoint (for each link) to the controllers of the links (level 1). The control

system drive the motors (level 0). The resolver values are measured to ensure that de robot is in the

right position given by the setpoints. This procedure is schematic shown in figure 2.4.

Level

Figure 2.4. Path calculation and control
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Chapter 3

The inverted pendulum model
Lagrange method

•usmg the

This chapter deals with the modelling of the inverted pendulum using the Lagrange method. For the

derivation of a nonlinear model, we use the model shown in figure 3.1.

zO

xO

6r

o -.......>.
...-"'---

..·..r
!
,,,

'~'....j

r

x

yO

........

..,...._....._-~.> ....
~ ...J

y

Figure 3.1 Model of the inverted pendulum

This model has the following physical parameters:

m m'!Ss of the pendulum

L Ih Length of the pendulum

J moment of inertia about the centre of gravity

g gravity acceleration
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We use the Lagrange's equation of motion to obtain a nonlinear model [3]:

(1)

Here ~,=[r,cl>r,8r,cl>,8] is a state vector containing all variables and f,= [f,,f2,f3,f4,fs] is an exogene

force/torque applied to the system.

The Lagrangian ~ is the difference between kinetic (T) and

potential (U) energy:

$f.=T-U

The kinetic energy can be written as a translation energy and a rotation energy:

T 1 ,.2 .2 .2.. 1 L2a·
= -m\xI +YI +ZIJ +-m

2 6

The potential energy of this system is:

U = m g (L OO8(a) + T OO8(ar»
The variables x" y" z, are dependent of the variables r, cl>"8,, cl> and 8:

Xl = L sin(a) cos(<I» + T 008(<1>,.) sin(ar)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

The expressions for the various kinds of energies are substituted in Lagrange's equation of motion.

We assume that there are no other isogeny force/torque working on the pendulum, i.e. f4 ,fs=O.

Because there is no structural information available, it is not possible to solve these equations for

[r,cl>r,8r]. The results of the substitution of equations (1,2,3,4,5) for [<1>,8] can be found in Appendix

A.
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The nonlinear equations can be linearized about an operating point. We use the Matlab program

'Linmod' to obtain a linear model.

This yields the linear state space system:

:X = A.I + Bu

y = C.I + Du

where ~ = [e,e,~,<pr

and u=[r,t,r,e,e,e,~,~,~r

It is possible to find a controller which stabilises the inverted pendulum. Figure 3.2 shows a plot of

theta versus time of the controlled system. We disturb the system with a step-function of 0.4 rad

(about 23 degrees). We see that the controller stabilizes the inverted pendulum.

0.4

0.35

0.3

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0

-0.05
0 2 3 4 5

Figure 3.2 A plot of theta versus time (time in seconds)
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The controIled input-signals are plot in figure 3.3. Ifwe take a closer look at these signals, a problem

arises.
4

2

0

-2

-4

-6

-8
0 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 3.3 A plot of the controIled input signal versus time, the solid line is r (upper curve), the

dashdotted line is r, the dashed line is r (lower curve).

Figure 3.3 shows that there is a movement(r) and an acceleration(r) while the speed(r) is zero.

We have 9 degrees of freedom in our u vector. The equations mentioned in appendix A and Buses

all these degrees of freedom. We only have three degrees of freedom (x,y,z). I tried dependency

(between r, rand r) but I didn't find a working controller. Therefore I try to find another way to find

a model for the 3-dimensional inverted pendulum. It must be possible to find a model (and controIler)

using the Lagrange Method but due to the complexity of the equations and the available time I will

try to find a model of the inverted pendulum according to another method. In the next chapter the

Newton Laws will be used.
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Chapter 4

The inverted pendulum model using Newton

Laws

This chapter deals with the modelling of the inverted pendulwn using Newton laws. Section 4.1 deals

with the modelling of the inverted pendulum in the XY plane, Le. the TCP of the robot is moved

exclusively in the Z=O plane. Section 4.2 deals with the modelling in the XYZ space.

4.1 Modelling the inverted pendulum in the XY plane

For the derivation of a model we use the model shown in figure 4.1.

z

Fz

.......~---x

figure 4.1 Model of the inverted pendulum

The transfer function in the X en Y direction are equal in first approximation the centrifugal force and

coriolis force are neglected. Hence, only the model for the X-direction is derived
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We use the well-known Newton equations

I: F,=m.x,

This model has the following physical parameters:

F j force operating at i

M j moment operating at i

m mass of the pendulum

J moment of inertia about the centre of gravity

xacceleration in x direction

eangle acceleration

The inertia of a stick with length 1

For the XY plane we get

d 2
Fz: -m.g =m-(L.cos(8»

dt2

with Fx force in the x direction

e angel with vertical axis

L lh length of the pendulum (L=O.5m, length of pendulum is 1 meter)

g gravity acceleration

16

(9)

(8)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)



The substitution of equations (12) and (13) in (11) and linearization around 8=9=0 and x=x=O

yields

"3 3 "6 =-g6 --x
2 2

By using Laplace, we obtain

We can write for the top of the stick

Xt(s) =Xes) +2.L.sin(6)

By using the linearization of 8. around 0 we get

Xt(s) = Xes) +2.L.6

Solving (15) and (17) yields

Substitution the gravity acceleration (g = 9.81 m1s2
) leads to

H(s) = _ 1 S2 +29.43
2 S2 -14.72

The pole-zero diagram of this transfer function is given in figure 4.2

I oI--------I------ttl
f ..

~!---::..-----,..;------:;.•:-----;.-T-~~~--

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Figure 4.2 Pole zero diagram of the stick
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We see in figure 4.2 that the poles are located at SI = -3.84 and S2= 3.84. The second pole is located

in the right half plan. This implies that the process is not stable which is not surprising.

4.2 Modelling the inverted pendulum in the XYZ space

The derivation of the model of the inverted pendulum in the XYZ space is analogous to the derivation,

of the model in the XY plane.

For the derivation of a model we use the model shown in figure 4.3.

z

Fz

11-.....----- x

Figure 4.3: Model of the inverted pendulum

The transfer function in the X en Y direction are equal in first approximation, e.q. centrifugal force

and coriolis force are neglected. Hence, only the model for the X-direction is derived. By solving

the Newton equations given in (8) and (9) we get

J e=F%,L.sin(8) - FrL.cos(8)

d 2

F% - m.g =m-(z + L.cos(8»
dt2

d2
F~ =m-(x + L.sin(8»

dt2

18
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(21)
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with Fx force in the x direction

g gravity force

e angle with vertical axis

The substitution of equations (21) and (22) in (20) and linearization around e=e=o and x=.x=O (we

don't linearize around z because we need the influence of z) yields

6- 3(_ )6 3_=- z+g --x
2 2

(23)

If we use Laplace now we obtain S2 Z(s) which is unknown. We want to suppress the influence of

the gravity acceleration (see section 6.3). The maximal acceleration of the robot in the z direction is

limited by the robot control software at 7.5 rnls2
• To solve this, we use always the maximal z

acceleration Le. z is constant. By using Laplace, we obtain

We can write for the top of the stick

Xt(S) =Xes) +2.L.sin(6)

By using the linearization of e around 0 we obtain

Xt(s) =Xes) +2.L.6

Solving (24) and (26) yields

19
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Substitution the gravity acceleration (g = 9.81 mls2 ) leads to

H(s) =
1 S2 +29.43 +3i

2 S2 -14.72 -~i
2

(28)

The pole zero diagram of this transfer function depends upon the acceleration in the Z direction. The

poles of H(s) move along the positive real axis. The maximal acceleration of the robot in the Z

direction is about 7 .5m1s2
• Thus the poles are located between Sl 2= ± 1.86 and S3 4 = ± 3.83., ,

20



Chapter 5

The balancing process

This chapter describes several properties of the process used for balancing an inverted pendulum.

5.1 Description of the process

The process scheme consists of several blocks and is shown in figure 5.1

-~~ HL--I-I - H-
Figure 5.1 Process scheme

The functions of these blocks are

Controller The controller calculates the new output value for the TCP. The calculation of the

controller will be given in chapter 6.

Robot Here we mean the whole path from SRL-procedures, path planning and control to a desired

position as given in chapter 2.

Stick This is the transfer function of the stick (or inverted pendulum) derived in chapter 4.

Vision In this block the whole process is meant from reading top coordinates to send coordinates to

the control PC.

The control action and a part of the path calculation is calculated at the so called 'control PC'. The

other part of the path calculation (interpolation in joint angles) is done by the mathcards on the VME

rack. The vision system has its own PC, here called as 'vision' PC.
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The process at the 'vision' PC is the following.

After 20 ms (integration time of the photo cells in the camera) the camera gives an image of the area

to the framegrabber. After digitalization (another 20 ms) the position of the inverted pendulum can

be found (about 16ms). Now the coordinates can be send to the 'control' PC which takes about 4ms.

So the coordinates received at the 'control' PC are the top stick coordinates of 60ms earlier.

Therefore the sample time is chosen at 60ms. The vision system has a delay of 1 sample time. There

is another delay of 1 sample time because of the communication of the I vision I PC with the 'control'

PC(4ms), the calculation of the setpoints by the SRL procedure (about 20 ms), the communication of

the 'control' PC with the VME rack, the interpolation of the setpoints by the mathcards and the

communication of the VME with the robot (delay time unkown, about 20-40ms). The total delay of

the control process is therefore maximal two sample periods. We know that within 2 sample periods

the robot starts to move. The setpoints are send to the RCS (Robot Control System) as soon as they

are calculated.

5.2 Movement of the robot

There are 3 SRL-programs we can use for balancing a stick Le. the point to point move, the

synchronous move and the straight move [1]. The first two programs describe movements in joint

coordinates the third program describe a movement in cartesian coordinates. For balancing the stick

we use the straight move. The only reason for this is that the TCP follows a cartesian path. The SRL

statement calculates the set-points according to a velocity profile [1],[6]. This profile is given in figure

5.2.

veloclly

v

YO

Figure 5.2

t1

time

Velocity profile with constant velocity
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Because of the limited acceleration of the robot, the setpoints in the beginning and at the end of the

velocity are closer together. The duration of the movement (d) is set at 60 ms because of the Sample

time of60 ms of the controller. The user can also give the velocity and acceleration of the movement.

If there is no velocity and acceleration given, a default value is taken.

5.3 Dynamic behaviour of the robot

Before we design a controller it is desirable that we know the dynamic behaviour of the ASEA-robot.

In the past dynamic models are derivated. These models are used in level 0 and 1 in figure 2.3

(Chapter 2). Because of several limitations in the SRL software we can't use these models. For

instance the movement which is described by the SRL-Ianguage is non-linear. This can clearly be seen

if we look at the velocity diagram in figure 5.2. If there is no acceleration or velocity given (in our

case) the software calculates the necessary acceleration and velocity according to figure 5.3. If they

are calculated the program checkes if this acceleration is smaller than the default acceleration (90%

of maximal acceleration). If so, the velocity profile in figure 5.2 is calculated. If a movement can't

be executed in 0.60 ms then the duration of the movement will be adjusted Le. the RCS (Robot

Control System) checked if the setpoints of the joints are close enough together. If the distance

between two setpoints is too large, the RCS calculates the setpoint at the maximal distance between

two setpoints. So the duration of the movement is changed.

velocity

d
time

Figure 5.3 Velocity diagram without constant velocity
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Because of this non-linearity it isn't possible to obtain a dynamic model of the robot by means of a

system identification method. There are now 2 possibilities to design a controller which stabilizes the

inverted pendulum. We can try to find a controller using the basic control procedures or we can try

to find a fuzzy controller or use neural networks.

5.4 Removal follow motion error

The RCS checked on a follow motion error (the maximal difference between the setpoints and resolver

values) during a motion. Because of this check the robot stopped during its motion when a follow

motion error was detected. It is clear that we don't want this to happen while balancing a stick. In the

present situation the follow motion errors are detected but the robot moves on. The procedure how

we removed this error is mentioned in Appendix B. After the motion the errors are still only written

on the screen of the VME-monitor.

5.5 Buffer mode

We use the buffer mode on the VME system. In this mode the setpoints are read out of the buffer on

the VME-rack with a constant time-interval. The time between two read actions is called the

sampletime. If we use the user mode on the VME the 'control' PC waits till all the setpoints blocks

(which are generated by the SRL-procedure) are send to the VME and interpolated by the mathcards.

The setpoint blocks consists of 5 setpoints, one for each joint. So after this the control PC receives

a new coordinate from the vision PC, calculates the setpoint blocks and send them to the VME. After

waiting till all blocks are read and interpolated it is ready to obtain a new coordinate. In this user

mode the system becomes very slow, no balancing action can be done. In the buffer mode the setpoint

blocks are send to the buffer of the VME. The program on the mathcards reads the buffer, interpolates

the setpoints and controls the robot. The control PC can meanwhile obtain new coordinates and

calculate new setpoint blocks.

Because the robot needs every 4ms (used in other thesis, and it) a new setpoint block the setpoints are

interpolated. The number of interpolations can be specified with the variable interpol. The time which

is reserved for the controllers to process a (interpolated) setpoint is called the cycletime. The cycletime

can be specified with the variable cycletime (default 4ms).

As seen before, the sample time ofthe balancing process is 60ms. There are now several combinations

for the variables interpol and sampletime of the VME. M. Grit[5] has tested several combinations of

sampletime and interpol and came to the conclusion that the sampletime of 12ms and an interpolation

of 3 times gives the fastest system. The variables sampletime, interpol and cycletime are now standard

set to these values in the file rbs_comm.c.
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5.6 Calibration camera and vision software

The camera system is calibrated with the programs given by W.H.A.. Hendrix and is based on the

programs used by the XY-plotter. A extra procedure for the Z coordinate was added. In order to

calibrate the camera system a number of crosses should be placed into the plane where you want to

measure. The calibration software looks for these crosses and calculates a transformation matrix based

on the crosses and the location of the crosses in the z plane. After this we can use the camera system.

We can now use the vision software. The program is started with the command run386 stokrob c.

The c option means communication with the'control' PC. If we run the program without the c option

the program calculates the coordinates of a bright point in the area but don't send this coordinate to

the 'control' PC. If we run the program a menu shows up. This menu looks like

1) Set threshold

2) Track object

3) Set Z coordinate

0) Exit

If we choose 1 the software lays a threshold on the environment that is 10% below the brightest point,

in our case the top of the stick (top of the stick is white). Later on a lamp has been installed to have

a sharper changeover between the top of the stick and the environment.

Ifwe choose 2 the software looks for anything that is brighter than the environment and calculates the

corresponding position. After this the program waits till the 'control' PC is ready to receive the

coordinates by means of a polling mechanism.

If we choose 3 we can give the z coordinate of the plane in which we want to measure.

It is clear that this process is easily disturbed, a piece of white paper or something shining disturbs

the process. In the balancing software at the 'control PC' a check is done if the new coordinates lays

within a margin of the old coordinates. This margin is chosen at 40 mm.

5.7,Measurement Z-direction and calculation vision coordinate

Because we only use one camera it is not possible to get the actual Z-value. As seen in chapter 2 we

know the resolver values which reflects the world angles of the links with the XYZ space. So if we

know the resolver values we can calculate the XYZ-position of the TCP. Also the link transformation

matrices are known[4]. There is already a SRL-procedure to obtain the current position of the TCP.

In [1] a survey of the SRL-procedures is given. In the module Glo~als1.c the procedure

get_current.J>os is mentioned.
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This procedure gets the actual position of the TCP and changes some global variables. Because of this

change of the global variables the robots reacts by fits and starts. Therefor a new procedure is written

which doesn't change any variables.

In the XY-case the X,Y coordinates are calculated at the 'vision'-PC. Because the actual Z-coordinate

is only known at the 'control' PC. The calculation of the X,Y coordinates must be done here. A new

procedure has been written to send the pixel coordinates of the top of the stick to the 'control' PC in

stead of the world coordinates. The 'control' PC calculates the exact position of the top of the stick

and uses this value to calculate a new output for the TCP.
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Chapter 6

Controller design

In this chapter the design of the controller is given for balancing a stick on the ASEA Irb6 robot. The

controller is used for the control in the XY plane and XYZ space.

6.1 The controlled process

The controller that will be used is a so called dead beat controller. The principle of this controller is

to get a stable response in a very short time. To obtain this controller we cancel the stable poles with

zeros and design the other poles in such way that the poles of the closed loop system will be near by

zero (in the z-plane).

The control scheme of the process is given in figure 6.1

+

I

.

I

Reference Controller Stick
-

.

Figure 6.1 Control scheme

The transfer function of the stick is
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The pole zero diagram of this transfer function is given in figure 6.2.

•

I
I ..

-4

... .. ... -, 0 • • 4--
Figure 6.2 Pole zero diagram of the stick

The transfer function of the stick is converted into the z plane. The transfer function in the z plane

is

Hiz) = -0.5067Z2 +0.9601 z - 0.5067
Z2 - 2.0532z + 1

We can write this as

The pole zero diagram of the stick in the z-plane is given in figure 6.3

(30)

(31)

Figure 6.3 Pole zero diagram of the stick in the z-plane
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6.2 Design of the controller

The controller is based on the principle of the dead beat controller. The stable pole of the process will

be cancelled and we add 3 poles in such way that the closed loop system will be stable. The unstable

pole will be pulled into the z plane. The controller looks like

(32)

We can write this as

(33)

The open loop (01) transfer function looks like

(34)

The closed loop transfer function

(35) .

The poles of the closed loop transfer function are

(36)

We can design the poles in such way that they will appear in (b,O)

(37)

We have to solve equation (36) and equation (37) to find the right expression for a1 ,~,a3 .

This solution yields

1 0 0 0 °1 -4b4

-P4 1 0 Ks ~ 6b2

= (38)
0 -P4 1 -Kinl +n;J °3 -4b3

0 0 -P4 Ksnl~ K, b4
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The only degree of freedom is b, de location of the poles on the real axis of the closed loop system.

If we design the poles of the closed loop system in 0, we get a very fast response. If the poles are

close to zero the response is very slow. In this case we only look at the upper side of the stick. We

don't know what the underside i.e. the TCP will do. If a controller is designed so that b will be close

to zero, the output of the controller can be very large. In this case we will get a stable step response

but in practice it will not work. Thus we must make a choice between practical use and fastness of

the response. The coefficients a l ,~,a3 are calculated for b=0.6, 0.7 and 0.8. The results are

mentioned in table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Controller design for several values of b

Location of Parameters Controller transfer function

the poles on

the real axis

a l =-1.1411
-1.8674 . Z2(Z-p~

b=0.6 ~=-0.2227 Hr(z) =

a3= 0.6487 Z3 -1.1411z 2 -0.2227z +0.6487

K.=-1.8674

a l =-1.5411
-0.9667 • Z2(Z-P3)

b=0.7 ~= 0:5101 Hr(z) =
a3= 0.1984 Z3 -1.5411z2 +0.5101z +0.1984

K.=-0.9667

a l =-1.9411
. -0.4394 • Z2(Z-p~

b=0.8 ~= 1.1737 Hr(z) =

a3=-0.1485 Z3 -1.9411z2 +1.1737z -0.1485

K.=-0.4394

We use MATLAB to calculate and plot the pole zero diagram and the step response of the closed loop

system for b=0.6, 0.7, 0.8. These plots are given in figure 6.3.
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Pole zero diagram and step response for b=0.6
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Pole zero diagram and step response for b=0.7
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Pole zero diagram and step response for b=0.8
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Figure 6.3 Pole zero diagrams and step responses of the closed loop system for b =0.6,0.7,0.8.
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6.3 The designed controller and the Z-direction

Let's recall the transfer function in 3 dimensions.

We have already seen that the poles move along the real axis. The unstable pole lays between 1.86

and 3.82 in the s-plane. The maximal acceleration of the robot in the z direction is limited by the

robot control software at 7.5 mls2 (we ass~e in first approximation that the robot have a constant

acceleration in the z direction). If we allow only a movement in the z direction the process remains

unstable. We always need movements in the XY plane to stabilise the inverted pendulum. We can only

use the Z direction to suppress disturbances.

We know from chapter 4 that a movement in the z direction has influence on the angle acceleration

of the stick. If we allow a movement in the lower z direction the stick falls but with a lower angle

acceleration than without a z movement. If we move up the stick falls faster. This property can we

use to suppress disturbances.

If there is a disturbance the z movement will only be used if an error signal (measure for the

disturbance) exceeds a defined value. The error signal I choose is the difference between top of the

stick and the TCP because this signal is a measure for the angle the stick made with the vertical axis.

If we look at the results of measurements of balancing in the XY plane (sect~on 7.1, figure 7.4) we

see that the difference between top and bottom of the stick remains small. A threshold for the Z

movement at 15 mm looks suitable. If the system is working well (balancing the stick) the Z

movement is sometimes taken into account. We always use the maximal z acceleration because this

gives the best performance.

If we only allow the maximal z acceleration (when needed) we have two transfer functions namely

the transfer function used in the XY-plane and the transfer function with maximal z acceleration. This

transfer function looks like

H(s) = _1. (S2 +6.93)
2 (s2-3.47)

The maximal movement in the Z-direction is about 11 cm. If we allow more the dynamics of the robot

disturbs the balancing process.
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If the robot has to make a move in the -x direction and there is a z movement the angle between link

2 and 3 becomes very small. The VME-monitor writes this message on the screen. If this angle

becomes too small the robot moves very slow and with difficulty. Probably we enter an area where

the robot control software protect the robot for damaging itself.

A pole zero map is given in figure 6.4 of the situation of the XY controller with the maximal

acceleration in the z direction of 7.5m1s2
•

OA

• 01--------.----+---------1
l4JI

Figure 6.4 Pole zero diagram of xy controller with z acceleration of 7.5 m1s2

We see that the process remains stable, but that the poles are no longer located at z=0.7. The

maximal z direction will be achieved in 8 sampletimes. We use no other controller only for the z

direction because the movement in z direction takes place in maximal 0.5s. Besides this we have a

switch moment and it is the question if the process remains stable while changing to an other

controller.

If the disturbances have been cancelled the robot is allowed to go back to the z=O plane. So if the

difference of top and bottom of the stick is less than 15mm the robot moves back to the z=O plane

unless another disturbance is detected. Because the movement up has also a influence on the angle of

the stick the maximal movement in the upper z is chosen to be 2.25 mm. So in 49 sample times one

movement in the lower z direction will be cancelled out.
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Chapter 7

Results

This chapter describes the results of the balancing system. It is divided in the two dimensional

balancing system (section 7.1) and the three dimensional balancing system (7.2). In section 7.3 and

7.4 a disturbance is respectively applied to the XY and XYZ balancing system.

7.1 Results of the two dimensional balancing system

These results are measured with the controller

-0.9667.z2(Z-P3)
H,(z) =---:----:------

Z3 -1.5411z 2 +0.5101z +0.1984

The poles of this controller are located at z=0.7. This controller has the best response in comparison

with the other controllers calculated in chapter 6. The gain of the controller is changed. The gain is

changed to 0.92 in stead of 0.9667. The results are measured with the new gain The robot has less

deviation from its steady state than before and balances less by fits and starts. The coordinates of the

top of the stick are given in figure 7.1. The x coordinates are given in the left plot, the y coordinates

are given in the right plot.
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Figure 7.1 Top stick coordinates x (left plot) and y (right plot)
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We see in figure 7.1 that the top coordinates are near to zero (reference position). The steady state

position is about 17 mm in the x direction and about 0 mm for the y direction. An possible

explanation can be found in the position of the stick on the robot. If the stick is slant on the robot the

steady' state position can be moved to another position. In figure 7.2 the output coordinates of the

controller are given. In the left plot the x coordinates are plot versus time, in the right plot the y

coordinates are plot versus tille.
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Figure 7.2 Output coordinates x (left plot) and y directions (right plot) of the controller

We see in figure 7.2 that the controller output follows the top coordinates. The difference of the top

of the stick (error signal, indication for angle 8) and the TCP is given in figure 7.3. In the left plot

the difference is plot for the x direction, in the right plot for the y direction.
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Figure 7.3 Error signal for x (left plot) and y directions (right plot).
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We see in figure 7.3 that the error signal remains very small, the maximal difference between top of

the stick and the TCP is maximal 15 or 16 mm. The corresponding angle of the stick with the vertical

axis is between 00 and 20 for both directions. We see in the figures mentioned in this chapter that the

movement of the robot in the x direction and y direction differ. A reason can be found in the fact that

the dynamics of the robot differs in the x and y direction. For a movement in the x-direction link 2

and link 3 have to move. For a movement in the y direction also link 1 has to move.

Besides this the sensitivity, accuracy and positioning of the camera system matters. In the x-direction

we have 256 pixels, in the y-direction we have 512 pixels.The dimension of the space watched by the

camera is 1.30 m in the y-direction and 1.10 m in the x-direction. This corresponds to 2.5 mm/pixel

in the y direction and 4.3 mm/pixel in the x-direction. The camera system has an accuracy about 20

mm in both direction. Beyond these reasons the position of the camera system has a major influence

of the measurement. If the camera is moved due to a disturbance, the measurement will be very

disturbed. In this case it is possible that the stick can't be balanced or the performance will be very

poor. If we move the robot in a square and measure the position with the camera system, the

measurement error is about 10 %.

7.2 Results of the three dimensional balancing system

The first 15 second the program balances only in the XY plane. This is done because the system needs

at least several sample times to reach the steady state and the user can see if the system is balancing

around its zero position. The controller needs at least 4 sampletimes to work well. After 15 seconds

the program switch from XY balancing to XYZ balancing. The top coordinates of the stick are given

in figure 7.5. In the left plot the x coordinates are plot, in the right plot the y coordinates .
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Figure 7.5 Top stick coordinates x (left plot) and y (right plot)
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In figure 7.6 the output coordinates of the controller are given. IJZl the left plot the x coordinates are

given, in the right plot the y coordinates are given.
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Figure 7.6 Output coordinates x (left plot) and y (right plot) of the controller

If we compare these results with the results mentioned in section 7.1 (XY plane balancing) we see that

the difference between the upper and lower peaks for both the x and y direction remains the same.

The corresponding error signal is given in figure 7.7 Both for x (left plot) and y (right plot).
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Figure 7.7 Error signal for both x (left plot) and y (right plot)

We see in figure 7.7 that both errors signals lay under the threshold. The XYZ balancing system

reacts like the XY balancing system if there are no disturbances applied.
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The Z coordinate is plot in figure 7.8
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Figure 7.8 Z coordinate

We see in this figure that the Z coordinate differs from 0 mm. Maybe this is due to the accuracy of

the robot control software.

7.3 Reaction of the XV balancing system on a disturbance

The top stick coordinates are plot (x coordinates left, y coordinates right) in figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.9
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Top stick coordinates x (left plot) and y (right plot)

We see the disturbance reaches a value of -50 mm in the x direction and -110 mm in the y direction.
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The controller signals are plot in figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10 Output coordinates x (left plot) and y (right plot) of the controller

We see in figure 7.10 that the dead beat controller works good. The process is stable in a very short

time (a few seconds). The controller output signals reach the value of -80 mm in the x direction and

the value of -175 mm in the y direction. The error signals are given in figure 7.11
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Figure 7.11 Error signals for both x en y directions

We see in figure 7.11 that the errorsignals at the moment of the disturbance reach a very high value.

If there is no disturbance the error signals remain small.
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7.4 Reaction of the XYZ balancing system on a disturbance

As said before a disturbance is applied to the system. We push the stick a little aside (two times). The

top coordinates of the stick are given in figure 7.12. The x coordinates in the left plot, the y

coordinates in the right plot.
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Figure 7.12 Top stick x coordinates (left plot) and y(right plot)

The two disturbances are about -110 mm and -90 mm in the x direction and -50 mm and -90 mm in

the y direction. The controller output is given in figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13 Controller output signal x direction (left plot) and y direction (right plot)
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The corresponding output of the controller is -140 mm and -110 mm in the x direction and -100 mm

and -210 mm in the y direction. We see that in the x direction the steady state is reached earlier. As

mentioned in section 7.1 is this because of the difference of the dynamics in x and y direction. If we

compare these results with the results of section 7.3 we see that after a disturbance in the xy plane

the steady state is achieved earlier. An explanation is given in section 7.5 ..The error signals are given

in figure 7.14
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Figure 7.14 Error signal x(left plot) and y (right plot)

We see in this figure that the error signals remain small if there is no disturbance. The Z coordinate

is given in figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.12 Z coordinate

We see in figure 7.12 that the maximal allowed z coordinate is achieved.
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7.5 Effect of the third dimension

In Simulink, the influence of zon the angle eof the inverted pendulum versus time is simulated. For

the disturbance is taken: 2°,4°, 6° and 8°. The angle e is simulated after 100 ms and 120 ms. The

results are given in table 7.13

Table 7.13 Influence of :i on the angle e at 100 ms and 120 ms

Angle Angle after Angle after Angle after Angle after

100 ms with 100 ms with z= 120 ms with 120 ms with z=

z=-7.5 rn/s2 orn/s2 z=-7.5 rn/s2 orn/s2

2° 2.03° 2.15° 2.05° 2.22°

4° 4.07° 4.30° 4.10° 4.43°

6° 6.10° 6.45° 6.15° 6.64°

8° 8.14° 8.59° 8.20° 8.86°

We see in table 7.13 that the influence of the third dimension is minimal. Because the system reacts

very fast the angle the stick made remains very small. The advantage of the third dimension is in our

case maximal 0.66°. It is not strange that the XY balancing system has a faster response on a

disturbance than the XYZ balancing system. Due to the increased calculation time (calculation time

for the new top coordinates and retaining the current z position of the robot), the coordinates are send

later to the VME, so the robot starts a little later. Besides this the dynamics of the robot in z direction

plays a role.. And also the camera system. The camera system is calibrated in the Z = 0 plane (with

z=O top of the stick, 1 meter above the TCP in the initial position). We measure in another plane

introducing a measure fault.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and recommendations

The main intention was successful, we can balance an inverted pendulum with the ASEA-Irb6

robot. We can balance the stick in both the XY plane and in the XYZ space.

We have seen in chapter 4 that the mass of the stick has no effect on the transfer function of

the stick i.e. we can balance sticks with different mass as long as the length remains the same.

Physically there is some influence. If we change the mass of the stick, the stick reacts

different on disturbances. If the mass of the one stick is increased the same force has less

influence on this stick. This because of the inertia of the stick.

We have seen in chapter 7 that the 2 dimensional balancing system reaches the steady state

earlier than the 3 dimensional balancing system. The angle the stick made with the vertical

axis remains very small en due to the increased calculation time on the 'control' PC or the

dynamics of the robot when using a z direction the z direction yield no profit. Besides this

we use the vision system in a z plane. where it is not calibrated for introducing an extra error.

A disturbance up to 10 .cm can be applied to the system. The dead beat controller reaches the

steady state very soon after a disturbance.

There are possibilities for further investigation, other controllers could be used to balance the

inverted pendulum and a shorter stick can be used. It is nice for demonstrating and a nice

control problem that the robot makes circles or squares while balancing.
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Appendix A Solutions of the Lagrange equations

Results of the Lagrange equation for phi. The formulas used in Maple are shown below. The final

result is given.

> x(t): = L*sin(theta(t»*cos(phi(t» + r(t)*cos(phil (t»*sin(thetal (t»;

> y(t): =L*sin(theta(t»*sin(phi(t» + r(t)*sin(phil(t»*sin(thetal(t»;

> p(t): =m*g*L*cos(theta(t» + r(t)*cos(theta1 (t»;

> z(t): = L*cos(theta(t» +r(t)*cos(thetal(t»;

> dx: =diff(x(t),t);

> dy: =diff(y(t),t);

> dz: =diff(z(t),t);

> dtheta: =diff(theta(t),t);

> T(t):=collect(combine(simplify(expand(1I2*m*(dx"2 +dy"2 +dz"2) + 1I6*m*L*L*dthe

> ta "2))),Idiff(theta(t),t$2)],distributed);

> TDDT(t): = (diff(subs(diff(phi(t),t) =a,T(t»,a»;

> DDT(t): = collect(diff(subs(a=diff(phi(t),t),TDDT(t»,t),[diff(phi(t),t$2),trig]);

> Q(t): =subs(diff(phi(t),t) =q,T(t»;

> TDT(t): =diff(subs(phi(t)=a,Q(t»,a);

> DT(t): =factor(subs({a=phi(t),q =diff(phi(t) ,t)} ,TDT(t»); > TDU(t): =diff(subs(phi(t) =a,p(t»,a);

> DU(t): = factor(subs(a = phi(t) ,TDU(t»);

> Vbew: = combine(collect(simplify(DDT(t)-DT(t) + DU(t», [diff(phi(t), t$2),diff(r(t) ,t$2),di

> ff(phil (t),t$2),diff(thetal (t),t$2)]);

> Vbew:=combine(collect(simplify(DDT(t)-DT(t)+DU(t)),[diff(phi(t),t$2),diff(r(t),t$2),dif
> f(phi1 (t),t$2),diff(theta1 (t),t$2)]));

. a2
Vbew := I-m L

2
cos(8(t))2 + m L 2) 2 ~(t) + (m L sin(8(t)) cos( ~(t)) sin( ~1( t)) sin( 81(t))

at
2

- m L sin( 8( t) ) sin( ~( t)) cos( ~ 1( t)) sin( 8 1( t) )) ~ r( t) + (
at2

m L sin( 8( t)) sin( ~( t) ) r( t) sin( ~ 1( t)) sin( 8 1( t) )

82
+ m L sin( 8( t)) cos( ~( t) ) r( t) cos( ~1( t)) sin( 8 1( t) )) - ~ 1( t) + (

8t2

-m L sin( 8( t)) sin( ~(t)) r( t) cos( ~1( t)) cos( 8 1( t))

+ m L sin( 8(t)) cos( ~(t) ) r( t) sin( ~1(t)) cos( 8 1(t) )) 8
2

81 (t) I
8t

2 I
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+ 2 m L2 ~ $( t) .. CDS( 8( t)) sine8( t)) aa 8(t),
at : t

2

_ m L sine8( t) ) CDS( $( t)) r( t) sine $1 ( t)) :t $1 ( t) i sine81( t) )

of- 2 m L sine8( t)) CDS( $( t) ) r( t) CDS( $1 ( t) ) 'aa $1 (t) :. CDS( 81(t)) aa 81 (t)
t: t

2!a i
+ m L sin(8(t)) sin($(t)) r(t) CDs($l(t)) I-a $1(t)i sin(81(t))

I t i

2

+ m L sin(8(t) sin($(t») r(t) cDs($I(t)) sin(81(t)) laa 81(t)1
I t I

+ 2 m L sine8( t)) sine $( t)) r( t) sine $1 (t) ) [aa $1 (t) i CDS( 81(t) )1
1

aa 81 (t) i
l t: t i

+ 2 m L sine8( t )) sine $( t) ) Iaa r( t) Isine $1 (t) ) Iaa $1 (t) ,sine81( t) )
I t i ' t I
i a ' Ia I

+ 2 m L sin(8(t)) CDS( $(t)) -a ret)! sine $1 (t)) cDs(81 (t)) -a 81 (01
I t I ! t I

l
a I i a I

+ 2 m L sine 8(t») CDS( $(t) - r(t)1 CDS( $1(t» i-a $1(t)1 sin(81(t))
at I, t ,

2

- m L sine8( t» CDS( $( t) ) r( t) sine $1 ( t» sine81( t ) ) I:t 81 (t ) Ii

, ,

\
-a I a

- 2 m L sin(8(t)) sine $(t) - r(t)l cas( $1(t) cDs(81(t)) -a 81(t)
at I, t
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Results of the Lagrange equation for theta. The fonnulas used in Maple are shown below. The final

result is given.

> x(t): = L*sin(theta(t»*cos(phi(t» +r(t)*cos(phi1(t»*sin(thetal(t»;

>. y(t): = L*sin(theta(t»*sin(phi(t» + r(t)*sin(phil(t»*sin(thetal(t»;

> p(t): =m*g*L*cos(theta(t»+ r(t)*cos(thetal(t»;

> z(t): = L*cos(theta(t» + r(t)*cos(thetal(t»;

> dx: =diff(x(t),t);

> dy: = diff(y(t),t);

> dz: =diff(z(t),t);

> dtheta: = diff(theta(t),t);

> T(t): =collect(combine(sirnplify(expand(l/2*m*(dx A 2+dy
A

2+dz
A

2)+ l/6*m*L*L*dthe

> ta A 2)», [diff(theta(t),t$2)] ,distributed);

> TDDT(t): =(diff(subs(diff(theta(t),t)=a,T(t»,a»;

> DDT(t): = collect(diff(subs(a=diff(theta(t),t),TDDT(t»,t),[diff(phi(t),t$2),trig));

> Q(t): =subs(diff(theta(t),t)=q,T(t»;

> TDT(t): =diff(subs(theta(t)=a,Q(t»,a);

> DT(t): = factor(subs({a= theta(t),q =diff(theta(t),t)},TDT(t»);

> TDU(t): =diff(subs(theta(t)=a,p(t»,a);

> DU(t): =factor(subs(a=theta(t),TDU(t»);

> Vbew: = combine(collect(simplify(DDT(t)-DT(t) + DU(t», [diff(theta(t), t$2),diff(thetal(t

> ),t$2),diff(r(t),t$2)]);

> Vbew:=combine(collect(simplify(DDT(t)-DT(t)+DU(t)),[diff(theta(t),t$2),diff(theta1 (t)
> ,t$2),diff(r(t),t$2)]));

4 ~ .
Vbew := 3" m L 2 2 8( t) + (m L cos( 8( t) ) sin( ~( t) ) r( t) sin( ~ 1( t)) cos( 8 1( t) )

at
+ m L sin( 8(t)) r( t) sin( 81( t)) + m L cos( 8(t)) cos( ~(t)) r( t) cos(~1( t)) cos( 81( t)))

2
a2 8 1( t) + (m L cos( 8( t)) sin( ~(t)) sin( ~1( t)) sin(81(t))
at

2
+ m L cos( 8( t)) cos( ~( t)) cos( ~1(t )) sin( 81(t) ) - m L sin( 8( t)) cos( 8 1(t ) )) ~ r( t)

at2

- 2 m L cos( 8( t)) cos( ~(t ) ) I:t r( t) Isin( ~1(t) ) ,:t ~ 1( t) sin( 81( t )) - m g L sin( 8( t) )

2
I a i

+ m L sin(8(t)) r(t) cos(81(t)) !I- 81(t)i. ,at i
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2

- m L cos( B( t)) cos( ~( t) ) r( t) cos( ~1( t)) sine B1( t)) :t B1( t) i

+ 2 m L cos( B( t)) sine ~( t)) aa r(t) sine ~1(t)) cos( B1(t)) aa B1(t)
. t· I t

'2 I
I a 1

+ m L cos( B( t) ) sine ~( t) ) r( t) cos( ~1( t) ) .2: ~ 1( t) isine B1( t) )
at !

ia I i a .
+ 2 m L sine B( t) ) Ia- r( t) isine B1( t) ) II! -a B1(t) l

t I I t I

2 I
- m L cos( B( t)) cos( ~( t) ) r( t) sine~ 1( t )) a 2 ~1( t) 'II sine B1(t) )

at

:a I • r a I
+ 2 m L cos(B(t)) cos( ~(t)) I-a r(t)1 cos( ~l(t)) cos(Bl(t)) I-a Bl(t)1

i t I I t I

2

- L
2 m!:t ~(t)1 cos(B(t)) sin(B(t))

'a I 'a+ 2 m L cos( B( t)) sine ~( t ) ) r( t) cos( ~1( t) ) Iat ~ 1(t) J cos( B1( t) ) I, at B1( t)

2

- m L cos(B(t)) sin(~(t)) r(t) sin(~l(t))Sin(Bl(t))laa Bl(t)!
I t I

+ 2 m L cos(B(t)) sine ~(t)) I aa r(t)1 cos( ~l(t)) faa ~l(t)i sin(Bl(t))
! t I '. t i

Ia! i a
- 2 m L cos( B( t) ) cos( ~(t) ) r( t) sine ~1(t) ) I-a ~1(t) Icos( B1(t) ) II aB1(t)

!tit

2
i a I· B- m L cos( B( t)) cos( ~( t) ) r( t) cos(~ 1( t) ) i-a ~1(t) sm( 1(t) )
i t I

2

- m L cos( B( t)) sine ~( t) ) r( t) sine ~1( t) ) Iaa ~1(t) I sine B1(t) )
i t I
I ,
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Appendix B .Procedures for removal follow motion

error

The security check follow motion error (the maximal difference between the setpoints and resolver

values)has been removed.

Here the procedures are mentioned how to change the VME software.

We changed the file rbs_hole.c in the directory

c:\srI S\master

because in this file the follow error is defined.

After this we used the cross compiler to obtain an object file for the 68010 processor with the

following command

c:\mcc68k\comasm c:\srI S\master\rbs hole 68010- -

Then we copied this object file to

c:\srl S\master

Then we linked all files needed

c:\asm68k\link rbs m (this is a .cmd file)

Finally the new rbs_m .abs file has to be copied to

c:\srl S\master

The new rbs_m.abs file is send to the VME by the load command.
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Appendix C Balancing program for XY-plane

#include "declare.h" 1* communication through dual ported ram *1

#include "smv.c"

#include "synmv.c"

#include "filt70.c"

II 10 card register addresses

#define PORTA Oxlb4

#define PORTB Oxlb5

#define PORTC Oxlb6

#define 10 CONTROL Oxlb7

float Xt=O;

float Yt=O;

1* controller with poles in 0.7 *1

1* Global variables used to *1

1* ignore wrong coordinates *1

vector coordvisO 1* gets coordinate-vector from vision-PC *1

{
int valueLSB, valueMSB;

float X,Y;

vector r;

outp(IO CONTROL,Ox9a); II mode 0, A, B and upper C are input, lower C is output

while(!kbhit())

{

while((inp(PORTC) & OxlO)! = Ox10); II polling bit C4 to see when data can be read

valueLSB = inp(PORTA);

valueMSB = inp(PORTB);

outp(PORTC,Ox02); II set bit Cl to indicate that data has been read

while((inp(PORTC) & OxlO) != OxOO); II check the reset of bit C4

outp(PORTC, OxOO); II reset bit Cl
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X=(valueMSB < < 8) I valueLSB;

while«inp(PORTC) & OxlO)! = OxlO);

valueLSB = inp(PORTA);

valueMSB = inp(PORTB);

outp(PORTC,Ox02);

while«inp(PORTC) & OxlO) != OxOO);

outp(PORTC, OxOO);

Y = (valueMSB < < 8) I valueLSB;

if«X-Xt) > 40 II (X-Xt) < -40)

{X=Xt;}

if«Y-Yt) >40 I I(Y-Yt) <-40)

{Y=Yt;}

r.x = X;

Ly = Y;

LZ = 0;

// polling bit C4 to see when data can be read

// set bit C1 to indicate that data has been read

// check the reset of bit C4

1/ reset bit Cl

/* Ignore wrong X-vision coordinate */

/* Ignore wrong Y-vision coordinate */

Xt=X;

Yt=Y;

printf(" coordinaten vision X en Y %3.0f %3.0f \n" ,LX,Ly);

return (r);

}

}

void main(void)

{ FILE *fp;

float SampTime;

vector p[3],q;

float or[I][2] ;

int i;

double inx,iny,outx,outy;

fp=fopen("output.m","w");

DESTINATION = 'R';

Tsamp = 0.012;

/* file structure

/* sample time

/* p: array of two vectors (x,y,z)

/* orientation array (2 angles)

/* counter

/* input/output coord. for filter

/* output file

/* destination = robot control system

/* SampTime; in sec
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toolvector = vectorc(33.0,0.0,60.0);

init_moveO;

init_filterO;

/* define toolvector

/* initialize move

/* initialize controller

*/

*/

*/

p[O] = initjJos;

p[2] = initjJos;

or[O][O] = 0.0; /* orientation

or[O][l] = 12.0;

smove(p[0],or[0],0.0,0.0,0.3); /* move to initjJos

printf("Put stick on robot and press return\n");

getchO;

for(i =O;i <4; + +i)

{ q=coordvisO;}

printf("Press return to start\n");

getchO;

*/

*/

*/

*t
*/

*/

*/

*/

/* outx/out y desired position

/* error signal x

/* error signal y

/* controller call

/* get actual stick coordinates

/* counter

while(!kbhitO >0 II !kbhitO<0)

{q = coordvisO;

i+=l;

inx=O.O-q.x;

iny=O.O-q.y;

filter(inx ,iny,&outx,&outy&oux,&ouy);

printf(" %3.Od %3.0f %3.0f \n" ,i,-inx,-iny);

fprintf(fp, II %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f \n" ,q.x,q.y,outx,outy);/* printen in file */

p[l] = initjJos;

p[l].x + = outx;

p[l].y + = outy;

p[l].z + = 0.0;

via1_smove(p[1], or[O], 0.0, 0.0, 0.060,3); /* movement robot */

}

printf(" End of demonstration \n");

synmove(p[O] ,0r[0] ,0.0,0.0,0.5);

fclose(fp); /* close output file */

}
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Appendix D

#include "declare.h"

#include "smv.c"

#include "synmv.c"

#include "filt70.c"

#include "calib.c"

II 10 card register addresses

#define PORTA Oxlb4

#define PORTB Oxlb5

#define PORTC Oxlb6

#define 10 CONTROL Oxlb7

float Xt=21O;

float Yt=90;

vector coordvisO

{

int valueLSB, valueMSB;

float X,Y,Xl,Yl;

vector r;

Balancing program for XYZ space

1* communication through dual ported ram *1

1* controller with poles in 0.7 *1

1* Global variables to ignore wrong vision float

coordinate *1

1* gets coordinate-vector from vision-PC *1

outp(IO CONTROL,Ox9a); II mode 0, A, B and upper C are input, lower C is output

while(!kbhitO)

{

while«inp(PORTC) & OxlO)! = OxlO); II polling bit C4 to see when data can be read

valueLSB = inp(PORTA);

valueMSB = inp(PORTB);

outp(PORTC,Ox02); II set bit Cl to indicate that data has been read

while«inp(PORTC) & OxlO) != OxOO); II check the reset of bit C4

outp(PORTC, OxOO); II reset bit Cl

X=(valueMSB < < 8) I valueLSB;

while«inp(PORTC) & OxlO)! = OxlO); II polling bit C4 to see when data can be read

valueLSB = inp(PORTA);

valueMSB = inp(PORTB);

outp(PORTC,Ox02); II set bit Cl to indicate that data has been read
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while«inp(PORTC) & OxlO) != OxOO); II check the reset of bit C4

outp(PORTC, OxOO); II reset bit C1

Y = (valueMSB < < 8) I valueLSB;

if«Y-Yt)> 161 I(Y-Yt)<-16)

{Y=Yt;}

if«X-Xt) > 10 II (X-Xt) < -10)

{X=Xt;}

r.x = X;

r.y = Y;

r.z = 0;

Yt=Y;

Xt=X;

return (r);

}

}

vector get_zyosO

{ float th[5];

1* Ignore wrong Y-vision coordinate *1

1* Ignore wrong X-vision coordinate *1

vector s;

vector tcp_xyz;

readJesolverstandenO;

th[O] = (resolver_standen[O] - 524288)/1782;

th[1] = (resolver_standen[1] - 524288)/1782;

th[2] = (resolver_standen[2] - 524288)/1782;

th[3] = (resolver_standen[3] - 524288)/1440;

th[4] = (resolver_standen[4] - 524288 + 1440*theta[3])/843;

tcp_xyz = transJo_fr(th,vorig_or);

1* angles and position measured in degrees and XYZ *1

s.x=tcp_xyz.x;

s.y =tcp_xyz.y;

s.z=tcp_xyz.z;

return (s);

}
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void main(void)

{ FILE *fp;

float SampTime;

vector p[3],q;

float or[1][2];

vector tcp;

int i;

float ZCoordinate;

double inx,iny,outx,outy;

double oux,ouy;

double Xworld,Yworld;

double errorx,errory;

camera_type cam;

fp=fopen("output.m", "w");

1* file structure

1* Sample time

1* p: array of two vectors (x,y,z)

1* orientation array (2 angles)

1* vector for position tcp

1* counter

1* Z-coordinate

1* input/output coord. for filter

1* used to calculate error signal

1* World coordinates

1* error signal

1* camera type

1* output file

*1

*1

I

*1

*1

*1

*1

*1

*1

*1

*1

*1

*1

DESTINATION = 'R';

Tsamp = 0.012;

toolvector = vectorc(33.0,0.0,60.0);

init_move();

init_filter();

1* destination = robot control system *1

1* SampTime; in sec *1

1* define toolvector *I

1* initialize move *I

1* initialize controller *I

p[O] = inityos;

p[2] = inityos;

or[O][O] = 0.0;

or[O][l] = 12.0;

smove(p[O] ,0r[0] ,0.0,0.0,0.3);

1* orientation

1* move to inityos *1

*1

LoadCamPar(&cam, "c:\\balance\\tc\\include\\cam.cdf"); II load camera description file

cam.Sy=cam.Sy*2; II corrections to .cdf info because we use only

cam.Cy=cam.Cy/2; II one image field, so the vertical (y) size of the

II pixels is larger.

outx=O;

outy=O;

ZCoordinate =0;

printf("Put stick on robot and press return \n");

getch();
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for(i=O;i <4; + +i)

{ q = coordvisO;

printf("Coordinaten vision %f %f\n" ,q.x,q.y);}

printf("Press return to start\n");

getchO;

for(i=0;i<250;++i) /* first 15 second xy balancing */

{q = coordvisO; /*get actual stick coordinates */

compute_world_coord((double)(q.x),(double)(q.y),(double)ZCoordinate,

&Xworld,&Yworld,&cam); /* computes world coordinates */

inx= O.O-(int)Xworld; /* error signal x */

iny=O.O-(int)Yworld; /* error signal y */

filter(inx,iny ,&outx,&outy,&oux,&ouy); /* controller call */

printf("Coordinaten vision %d %f %f\n" ,i,q.x,q.y);

p[l] = inityos;

p[l].x + = outx; /* outx/out y desired position */

p[l].y + = outy;

p[l].z + = 0.0;

vial_smove(p[l], or[O], 0.0, 0.0, 0.060,3); /* movement robot */

}

errorx= (oux+ inx); /* diference top and bottom of stick */

errory = (ouy+ iny); /* difference top and bottom of stick */

q = coordvisO; /* get actual stick coordinates */

tcp=get_zyosO; /* coordinatea tcp (x/y/z) */

ZCoordinate =(tcp.z-1183)/3;

compute_world_coord«double)(q.x),(double)(q.y),(double)ZCoordinate,

&Xworld,&Yworld,&cam);

inx=O.O-Xworld; /* error signal x for controller */

iny=O.O-Yworld; /* error signal y for controller */

while(!kbhitO> 01 I!kbhitO<O)

{i + = 1; /* counter */

if(tcp.z < 1160&&fabs(errorx) < 15&&fabs(errory) < 15)

{ printf("Mode l\n");

tcp.z+ =2.25;

filter(inx,iny,&outx,&outy,&oux,&ouy); /* controller call */

errorx = (oux + inx); /* diference top and bottom of stick */

errory = (ouy + iny);
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fprintf(fp,"%3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f

\n" ,Xworld,Yworld,outx,outy,errorx,errory,ZCoordinate*3); 1* printen in file *1

p[l] =inityos;

p[l].x+ =outx; 1* Move tcp with 2.25 mm *1

p[l].y+ =outy;

p[l].z =tcp.z;

via1_smove(p[1],or[O],O.O,O.O,O.06,3); 1* movement robot *1

q = coordvisO; I*get actual stick coordinates *1

tcp=get_zyosO; 1* huidige coordinaten tcp *1

ZCoordinate=(tcp.z-1183)/3; 1* new Z-coordinate *1

compute_world_coord«double)(q.x),(double)(q.y),(double)ZCoordinate,

&Xworld,&Yworld,&cam);

inx=O.O-Xworld; 1* error signal for controller *1

iny=O.O-Yworld;

}

*1

*1

*1

*1

1* Maximal 11 cm.

1* get actual stick coordinates

1* huidige coordinaten tcp

1* new Z-coordinate

if(fabs(errorx) > 1511 fabs(errory) > 15)

{ printf("Mode #2\n");

filterz(inx,iny ,&outx,&outy,&oux,&ouy); 1* call controller *1

errorx = (oux + inx); 1* diference top and bottom of stick *1

errory=(ouy+iny);

fprintf(fp,"%3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f

\n" ,Xworld,Yworld,outx,outy,errorx,errory,ZCoordinate*3); 1* printen in file *1

tcp.z -= 13.5;

p[l] = inityos;

p[l].x+ =outx;

p[1].y+ =outy;

if (tcp.z< 1075)

{tcp.z= 1075;

}

p[l].z =tcp.z;

vial smove(p[1],or[O],O.O,O.O,O.06,3);

q=coordvisO;

tcp = get_zyosO;

ZCoordinate = (tcp.z-1183 )/3 ;
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compute_world- coord«double)(q.x) ,(double)(q.y),(double)ZCoordinate,

&Xworld,&Yworld,&cam);

inx=O.O-Xworld; 1* error signal x voor regelaar *1

iny =0.0-Yworld;

}

if(tcp.z> 1160&&fabs(errorx) < l5&&fabs(errory) < 15)

{printf("Mode #3\n");

filter(inx,iny,&outx,&outy,&oux,&ouy); 1* call controller *1

errorx=(oux+inx); 1* diference top and bottom of stick *1

errory=(ouy+iny); 1* diference top and bottom of stick *1

fprintf(fp, II %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f %3.0f

\n",Xworld,Yworld,outx,outy,errorx,errory,ZCoordinate*3); 1* printen in file *1

p[l] = inityos;

p[l].x+=outx; 1* new output value *1

p[l].y+ =outy;

p[l].z=tcp.z;

printf("Smove naar :%d %3.0f %3.0f \n" ,i,outx,outy);

vial smove(p[1],or[0],O.O,O.O,O.06,3); 1* movement robot *1

q =coordvisO; I*get actual stick coordinates *1

tcp=get_zyosO; 1* huidige coordinaten tcp *1

ZCoordinate=(tcp.z-1183)/3; 1* new Z-coordinate *1

compute_world_coord«double)(q.x),(double)(q.y),(double)~Coordinate,

&Xworld,&Yworld,&cam);

inx=O.O-Xworld; 1* error signal x voor controller *1

iny=O.O-Yworld;

}

}

}

printf(" End of demonstration \n");

synmove(p[O],or[O] ,0.0,0.0,1.0);

fclose(fp);
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Appendix E Start procedure robot

This appendix gives all instructions to balance an inverted pendulum on the ASEA-IRB6 robot.

At the end of this appendix a checklist is given in case that the robot don't balance.

First switch on the power, the switch and green button on the robot rack and both computers. Tum

also the lamp above the robot on.

Type the command load in at the c:\srl_5 directory. The computer send the rbs_m.abs file to the

VME rack. This program contains the program code for the mastercard and the mathcards.

Turn the switch to the letter A ( left position) and type go2000 on the VME keyboard.

Turn the switch to the letter B (middle position) and type go2000 on the VME keyboard.

Tum the switch to the letter C (right position) and type go2000 on the VME keyboard.

The VME programs are now loaded, but the robot is not initialized. You can run setuprbs in the

c:\srl_5 directory. Here you can set some variables such as interpol and cycletime. This step is not

necessary if you want to balance the inverted pendulum because the balancing software sets the VME

in buffermode and use the following variables (interpol=3 and cycletime =4). The Sample-time is

set at l2rns. This is the sampletime used by the SRL procedures, this is NOT the sample-time of the

balancing process (60rns). So in one sampletime (60rns) 5 setpointblocks are generated (1 setpoint

block consists of 5 setpoints, each for one link). These setpointblocks are 3 (interpol) times

interpolated and send every 4rns (cycletime) to the robot. There are now two possibilities Le. use the

the C-code in the (turbo) C program to balance or use the executables to balance.

1) Use C program

You start the C program by typing startbal in the root directory. This is a batch file which starts the

software in the directory c:\balance\tc\bin). If everything is working correctly the C programs are

loaded. If not, load the software from the c:\balance directory.

The XY balancing program is named balanxy.c, the XYZ balancing program is named balanxyz.c.

Now it is time to take the stick of the robot (if it was already put on it). This must be done because

if you select run the robot initialized itself, moving all links and it is possible to destroy the stick if

it is on the robot.

Choose run from the menu.

The robot is now initialized and if everything working correctly the tool (horizontal plate with hole)

is parallel with the XY plane. If it in not, choose the reset option from the menu and run again. The

5th link looks for two switches to adjust its position, if the link can't properly find one switch the

tool is under a certain angel (30 or 40 degrees or more) with the XY plane.
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2) Use executables

Start the balancing software with the command balanxy for balancing in the XY plane, balanxyz for

balancing in the XYZ space. These programs can be found at the c:\balance directory. The robot is

now initialized. If the tool (horizontal plate with hole) isn't parallel with the XY plane break the

program and run again.

The software now mentions the following measure: Put stick on robot and press return. So put stick

on the robot and press return, Take care of that the stick is around its zero position, given by the

mark on the TV screen. The first four sampletimes the controller is not working well because the last

outputs are not correct (outputs are all zero). If the stick is not around its zero position, it is possible

that the stick can't be balanced because of this.

Now it is time to start the vision software. This must not be done earlier because of the polling

mechanism. When the power of the computers are turned on the parallel card puts all inputs and

outputs high. If you start the vision software first the vision program sends the top stick coordinates

to the control PC (bits are high). But this PC isn't prepared to read and use them. Ifbalancing soft

ware is started it is possible that in this case the X and Y coordinates are shifted. It is clear that no

balancing action can be done.

So the vision software is started after the robot is initialized. After the stick is put on the robot and

the return key is pressed the control software waits now till the first coordinate is send. The control

PC asks 4 coordinates, this is done because the first coordinate after the start up can be out of range.

The first value can reach a value up to 54.000 mm or 0 mm. To be sure of the right coordinates they

are send four times so you can check if the coordinates correspond with those of the vision PC.

The software is started by typing XY (balancing in the XY plane, the software sends the position in

mm) or XYZ (balancing in the XYZ space, the software send the pixel coordinates) in the c:\ directo

ry.

If these batch files are removed run the program as following. The XY software is in the balan.xy

directory, the XYZ software is in the balan.xyz directory. Start the program with

c:\balan.xy\ run386 stokrob c (xy case) or

c:\balan.xyz\nm386 stokrob c (xyz case)
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A menu shows up. The menu looks like:

1) Set threshold

2) Track Object

3) Set Z-coordinate

0) Exit

Your choice:

Turn the TV on, choose the video channel, this is the button right under the power button. The

channel should be 8. Push the brightness and contrast button in order to see the top of the stick on

the screen.

Set the Z coordinate (option 3) at zero because the vision system is calibrated in the Z=.O plane.

Set now the threshold (1).

After this choose 2, track object.

The control PC writes now the next message on screen' Press return to start'. You should press the

return and meanwhile loosen the string of the stick. If everything is working correctly the robot

balances the stick.

You can stop balancing by pressing any key for a few seconds. The robots stops balancing and moves

back to its initial position. If you want to balance again :

1) Using (turbo) C-program

If you want to balance again choose reset program and run again. The VME monitor writes

the detected error messages. It there are messages and the robot isn't initializing break the

program (CRTL break) choose reset and run again. The program is run and follow the

instructions on the screen.

2) Using executables

After the program is interrupted, the cursor is back in the c:\balance directory. You can SIt

again by typing balanxy or balanxyz

If the robot don't balance the stick you have a problem, use the checklist in order to find the problem.
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Checklist

Check if you followed these instructions correctly.

Check of the right balancing program and vision program is loaded. Remember that the XY

software use the world coordinates, the XYZ software use the Pixel coordinates.

Check if the right controller is loaded. The name of the right controller file is filt70.c

Check of the stick was about its zero position. The vision coordinates(mm) and the

controller coordinates (XY balancing) or the vision coordinates (mm), the controller coordina

tes, the error signals and the Z position are written to disk. The file is named output.m. You

can check this file if you have a problem.

Ifeverything looks alright check of the camera system is working correctly. It is possible that

the camera is moved due to vibration or something like this. A fast check can be made if you

look at the t.v. There are 3 marks on the screen where the bottom plate of the robot is located.

Check if the robot is working correctly.

The length of the stick should be 1 meter.
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